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Shooting script template pdf

Resources / Movie Making Templates Updated August 19, 2020 We've created a free shooting list template that you can use with Google Sheets or Microsoft Excel. This free download is perfect for all kinds of movie production - music videos short movies, and between everything. Google Sheets Shot List Template Perfect for all kinds of movie production, from short films to
music videos and everything in between. Why are shooting lists important? It's easy to get lost during shooting, even with a small team. A lot of settings are to say that if you have multiple actors and a large team, things get even more complicated. A list of shots put a project back on track. Before filming, it helps to gather the thoughts of the directors and create a shooting
schedule. During shooting, a solid camera shooting list means that different episodes can work independently of each other. It also facilitates continue if a team member is sick one day or has to stop shooting. When a shooting list finishes your script, you should also create your shooting list when you create your storyboard. Your shooting list helps you visualize what you want. It
allows you to organize players, crew, equipment and locations that give life to your vision. (Side note: you'll need a few extra documents, such as search pages, specifications, and license agreements – all due to the checklist.) If you're looking for tips on how to make a storyboard, take a look at our step-by-step storyboard guide. During production, you add notes to the list of shots
to help your editor – as it should be used, detailed reviews and shooting/card numbers. Don't forget to add the clip number or time code to the shooting list during production. This helps your editor know which shot is which shot and significantly speed up editing time. Don't forget to organize your shots by location. Bringing similar shots together facilitates shooting, because you
can shoot them all at the same time. (Note: This shot number may not be in order. And that's ok!) This make filming more useful – even if you're shooting in the order of your storyboard. What's on the pitching list? Contains a typical list of shots: Scene: This is the scene number that you will find on the script. You may not need it for small productions where everything happens on
a stage. Setup: Add a new setup each time you position the camera or change lighting. You can then use these installations to group similar installations, which facilitates shooting. Shot: Always increase the number of shots you start a new shot. (Depending on your personal preference, you may want to reset the shooting number for each new installation.) Description: Use this
column to quickly describe where you are in the script. You have to tell the subject what happened – whether it's an actor or an actor Props, whether it's a setting. Define any action that occurs later, all relevant stage materials, and exactly what the camera should capture. This statement tells your director everything It's happening in the shoot, so everyone's on the same page.
Equipment: Use this column to list the equipment that supports the camera. For example, Tripod, Steadicam, Drone, Dolly, etc. Motion: Use this column to explain what your camera does when it's not static, that is, when it moves. For example: Static, Pan, Tilt, Dolly, Zoom, etc. Angle: Use this column to define the angle of the camera for the subject. If your camera is lower than
your object, it's a low angle. If the den is higher than the dent, it is a high angle. You can also add other terms that help explain the angle: For example: Eye level, High angle, Low angle, etc. To learn more about camera basics, see our guide to camera movements and angles. Shooting size: Explain the size of your object in the frame. Changing shooting sizes and appearing on
different orders have significantly different effects. A scene can begin with a wide shot to determine where your object is, before moving on to the middle shot. Shooting sizes are usually shortened, e.g. wide shot (WS), very wide shot (VWS), medium shot (MS), medium shot (Ms), medium close-up (MCU), close-up (CU), extreme close-up (ECU). Audio: Use this column to describe
how you got the sound. For example: Boom, Lava(s), Voiceover (VO). Lens: Use this column to record the size of the lens you are using. For example 24mm, 50mm, 200mm. Time prediction: Use this column to estimate how long it will take to set up each shot (not not shoot), which helps you create your schedule and timings for each day. It also highlights any time-long shot when
you need to cut or replace it per day – like changing a long jib shot for an upgraded tripod. Camera: Use this column to remember which camera you're using (if you're using more than one). Casting: Use this column to note which characters are in the shot. Get the best + time code: If you want to make your editor's life much easier, you can use these columns to get a big one and
note when it happened. If you don't have a time code, you'll need to change this column to 'clip'. Google Sheets Shot List Template Perfect for all kinds of movie production, from short films to music videos and everything in between. If the plan fails, the shot lists fail the plan is critical to the pre-production process. Like movie boards, they save time by creating consensus and
keeping your team on the same page during production. Movie Shooting List Template – Google DocsThis Google Drive Sheet includes everything you need to plan and watch your camera footage. Stage #Shot #Take #Shot SizeCamera MovementGear Used (add yours from options)LocationINT / EXTNotesPreferred (yes / no)DurationSound status has a number of details that
you can add, beyond the basic movie shooting list template elements. Shooting in StudioBinder for as much specific and detailed information as you want you can customize it with many additional columns. In this section, we will highlight these advanced features, so that how useful and detailed can be a comprehensive list of shots.7. STATUS (SHOT LOG)After shooting is
complete, mark the line with ✓ to track your progress. Pro Tip: Marking shots as Nice-to-Have in advance helps everyone better prioritize the essentials on set, which is useful if you fall behind schedule.8. SUBJECT The subject is the focus of the shoot. It can be a character, character group, a propeller, shooting setup, etc. The topic helps you determine your team's plan when
players need to report to set it up, or when a support or location needs to be prepared. Pro Tip: Keep in mind that insert shots are usually the easiest shots that require the least skill, crew, and gears. Strategically include them in your camera shooting list while other shots are being prepared. It's also a good idea to keep a list of insertion shots on standby to shoot during
downtime.9. VFXHere can make a note of any VFX (visual effects) you may need this special shot. Make sure VFX Supervisor is involved when creating a shooting list so they can advise on specific issues required during shooting.10. CAMERA Determine which type of camera to use and make sure you're in contact with your camera department to make sure they're ready. If you
are in multi-camera shooting, identify individual cameras or special cameras (for example, drone, GoPro, security camera, webcam, etc.). 11. EQUIPMENT Set camera equipment (e.g. tripod, crane, dolly, etc.) to support the camera. This helps you estimate the setting time for equipment changes e(12). THE CAMERA LENS Lens column helps your DP and auxiliary camera team
(ACs) prepare for upcoming shots. Changing the lens creates a new setup, and it takes time to achieve it. Minimize setup time by grouping your shooting list by lens setups.13. FRAME Rate Frame rate shows whether this shot will be normal speed, slow motion, or quick motion. 14. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT If there are special pieces of equipment (e.g. a drone, an underwater
enclosure, etc.) required for a shooting, you can add this information here.15. SOUND Is a shot covered with a boom microphone or lava microphone? Both? Shooting MOS (without sound)? If you have a complex audio setup, add it to the notes column.16. LIGHTINGThis special shot can make any special notes about lighting. 17. LOCATION The gravity you shoot is very
important forplaning and editing. It takes an extremely long time to move your entire crew from one position to another, so it's very important to group shots by location.18. PREPARATION TIME Setting for EACH shot Takes time, and calculating that time correctly will make your shot as efficient as possible. With your department heads (e.g. Camera, Grip/Electric, AD, etc.) so that
these periods are correct and agreed on.19. CHECK TIME Command Depending on the duration, setup time, and estimated number of shots, the shooting list template automatically creates an estimated shooting time for each shot. And every just to play it safe.20. TOTAL ESTIMATED TIMETotose Est. The Time column allows you to add preparation and shooting time. This
allows the entire crew to know when to finish with a specific shot and when to move on to the next one.21. START TIMEThis gives the crew a general idea of why it plans how the day is timed. When you calculate your setup and shooting time for each shot, the start time is predictable.22. CAMERA SETUP You can mark the end of each installation so that the crew knows exactly
when and where each change will take place. If you have included preparation and shooting time, the setup line automatically calculates the time for the entire setup. Pro Tip: Installations can take a lot of time for a day. After the camera is set up with certain equipment (or lens), shoot as many installations with this gear before switching.23. SPECIAL NOTES Our movie shooting
list has two note sections: notes for specific shots and notes for the entire scene. These can be used in a variety of ways, including installations, meal breaks, etc. COLOR ENCODING To add an additional layer of customization, you can color your shots. In this way, you can group them by installation, location, actor, etc. by 25. PRINT VIEW If you want to print your shooting list,
the print view includes the reference image along with all the shooting features. Our shooting list template includes the following camera motion terms pop-up so you can create the most detailed camera shooting list. shotlist.
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